Introduction
Let C denote the complex-plane, K r ={zeC: |z|<r>, K^=K and let f, F be two holomorphic functions in the disc K, F(0)=f(0). We say that f is majorized by F in K r and write f<<F in K r if there exists a holomorphic function <p such that |0(z)|sl and f(z)=0(z). F(z) for every zsK. Let feW, Fe?cS, where W and ? denote two fixed classes of holomorphic functions in K, S -the class of univalent functions in K such that F(0)=0 and F'(0)=1. Suppose that f<<F in K. Let rg6(0,l) denote the greatest number for which the implication f <<F in K => f' <<F' in K r 0 holds for every pair of functions feH, Fe9.
The number r 0 =r 0 (H,5) is called the radius of majorization of derivatives. Z. Lewandowski [6] proved that The inequality (6) follows from (7).
We have the equality in ( By (6) and (9) we have [2] Cz. Bucka, K. Ciozda: On a new subclass of the class S, Ann. Polon. Math. 28 (1973) .
